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July 15: Adopt-A-Highway clean-up, 9 am. July 16 is rain
date.
July 15 : BCCD Planning Session at Dayton Art Institute,
3:00.
July 19: MGCC Meeting at the Lithuanian Social Club,
8:00.
July 29-31 : F-5000 Reunion and Historic Races at MidOhio, includes Spite/Mini challenge.
August 4: BCCD Preview on the square downtown, 11 :00 1:30.
August 5: BCCD at Dayton Art Institute, 9:00 registration.

MG Car Club Monthly Meeting
The Southwestern Ohio Center of the MG Car
Club meets on the third Wednesday of every month at
the Lithuanian Social Club, 922 Valley Street, Dayton,
at 8:00pm. The next meeting will be:

August 16: MGCC Meeting at the Lithuanian Social Club,
8:00.
August 15-17: NAMGAR GT-20, Lansing, Michigan.

July 19, 1995
August 17-20: University Motors Summer Party, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Club Membership Information
June 27-30, 1996: MG International, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Membership dues of the Southwestern Ohio Centre of the
MG Car Club are eighteen ($18.00) dollars per year, payable during
September and October. On January l st, the names of delinquent
111embers are removed from the roster. See Glenn Marin for further
membership information .
Sou thwestern Ohio Centre of the MG Car Club
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Hotline & BBS Information

Find out about British Car events are the MG Car Club "Information
Hot Line" which can be reached at (513) 434-1287 (Voice) and the
British Cars and Parts Bulletin Board (BBS) which can be reached by
computer modem at (513) 434-1655.
Recycle & Help

Sears Auto Centers have initiated a battery-recycling program called
Batteries for Kids that benefits children in electric wheelchairs at
Shriners hospitals. The company will accept all brands of car,
motorcycle, boat, and tractor lead-acid batteries at any of its 770
centers in the U.S. For each battery donated, Sears will make a
contribution toward funding 1000 Sears DieHard electric-wheelchair
batteries for the Shriners patients. The company has designated July
20-23 as "Recycling Pays at Sears" weekend and will offer a dollar
per returned battery! A number of us probably could make a
' "donation" to this worthy cause.
DIXMYTH
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MG AUTOMOTIVE.
Specialty Service, Parts and Restoration for
MG, Triumph, Austin Healey and Related Autos
Owners:
Steve Millf'r
Bot> M"~••n

3733-C Wilmington Pike
Kf'ttering. Ohio 45429
( ~1:1) 2'H-7h 23

Tuning Your S.U. Carbs
By
Roger Garnett

)

Well, it's not really that hard to set up SU's, just different. Of course
it always gets more interesting when you have more than one ...
There is a very good Haynes SU carb manual available,
recommended reading. The basic syncing process also applies to
Zenith-Stromberg's, but the adjustment mechanisms are different.
Here is a layman's guide to adjusting SU's:
step 1- Tune up the rest of the engine- REALLY! Clean or replace,
and set the points, set the timing, plugs, valve lash, and remove the
air filters (have new ones ready.) All of these things can affect the
setting of the carbs, which should be done LAST, (if at all). The
carbs rarely need to be adjusted, once set. Also replace/install the gas
filter. Of course, it helps if the carbs are in good mechanical
condition as well. But you can consider a rebuild once you have
gotten things working first!
step 2- Clean the carbs! Use gum-out or similar stuff, clean all
external linkages, shafts, and stuff.
step 3- Remove the float bowl covers, clean the float bowls, remove
old sediment, and check/adjust the float setting. (turn the cover
upside down, and get a *1/8" in drill bit, set the drill bit across the
cover, the float tab should just touch the bit.) Make sure the needle
is moving and seating properly. This is just like *most* floats.
Replace the cover.
*This is for HS4 SUs- (1/8-3/16") if you are dealing with 1",
Hs, HS2's HS6's, HIF's, etc.- check the spec for your carb.
Note: You can check for matching float settings, after setting the
mixture, by removing the pistons, and peering down at the jets. The
fuel level should be about the same on both carbs, a little below the
top surface of the jet. (After car has been run only)
step 3b- Go get a pint of ale, or something close, and set it nearby.

step 4- L .l ove the piston covers. CAREFULLY remove the
piston, DO NOT BEND THE NEEDLE. Set the piston down on a
clean wadded rag to prevent rolling. Clean the inside of the carb.
Check operation of the throttle. Check the throttle shaft slop- this is
the most common place for wear on an SU, and is often where
air/vacuum leaks occur. The bushings and shafts can be replaced, but
it requires some machining. A small amount of leakage can be
tolerated, the car just won't idle as evenly. Clean the piston. Stare in
awe at the odd carburetor design, simple and effective, (constant
velocity). Dump the old oil out of the damper if you haven't already
spilled it. Clean. Reassemble, check piston movement, raise it, then
let go, it should fall freely. If not, check assembly again, make sure
the piston isn't binding against the carb body, it should ride only on
the damper shaft. Do not stretch the spring. When all is operating
properly, fill the damper with Marvel Mystery Oil for light damping,
or use motor oil for heavier damping. (I use MMO) If you get
"flutter" on, acceleration, you might try the heavier oil.

· -ow is *close* to the same at each carb. The engine may r J e
running rough, just keep the idle speed high enough to keep runrung.
Give the throttle a quick snap to make sure everything is settled, then
check sync again. periodically snap the throttle to make sure
everything is seated. Large differences in where you can adjust the
two carbs may indicate air/vacuum leaks, or other problems, such as
a bad valve)
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·s tep 5- Start the car and warm it up, then turn off/disconnect
/otherwise disable the choke mechanism. (Loosen the nuts on the
clamps so that the choke stuff isn't doing anything.) This will get set
later. (Later Zenith-Strombergs have a thermostatic choke, not a
cable.)
step 6- Check coarse throttle adjustments- make sure the throttle
cable pulls on both carbs equally, and returns completely when
released . This is adjusted by loosing the set screws on the throttle
shaft and matching the two sides. You can also adjust the cable
length at this time, using the cable set screw/retainer at the end of the
cable. You can check the float adjustments now by removing the
piston & cover, and looking at the fuel level in the needle seats. Both
carbs should be about even, a little below the top surface of the jet.
If not, readjust one or both floats to match the level.
step 7- Synchronize the throttles- if you have a Uni-Syn, here's your
chance to use it, (or other air flow gauge), if not use a tube and listen
to the airflow. The Uni-Syn is much easier to use, and can result in
better balance. Alternately adjust the idle screw on each carb, attempt
to set the idle as low as possible (- 800-1000 RPM). Adjust until the
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Magic Time- Relax, and shake your voodoo rattle ...
step 8- Adjust the mixture- this is done with the spring-loaded hex
fitting under the carb, where the fuel supply tube enters from the
float . Turning the fitting raises and lowers the needle seat. Pick a
carb, and turn the fitting 3 flats ( 1/2 turn), first in one direction, then
back 3, then 3 in the other direction. Note where the engine runs
better, idle speed should increase. Turn to the best setting. Repeat
this procedure until you get the best operation you can, (highest idle
speed), keeping track of flats turned will help you remember where
you were. If you get lost, turn all of the way in, then back out 12
flats and start again. Periodically snap the throttle and push up on the
fitting to make sure everything is seated.
Note: Type mF carbs (With integrated float bowl) no longer have
the hex nut to adjust the mixture. Instead, there is a screw to twiddle,
on front of the front carb, and behind the rear. The screw is
connected to the needle seat through a temperature compensated
gizmo, which is said to make the carbs more stable. Adjustment can
be done in much the same way, by counting turns/flats of your
screwdriver. There is less adjustment range than with the basic
models.

J When you think you're close, stop, uncramp your fingers, breath

deep, and do the same to the other carb. Then retune the first carb,
and then the second again. This serves to match the mixture of the
2 carbs, and prepare you for the beer sitting over there in the sun.
(why do you think the British drink warm beer?)
step 9- repeat step 7, setting the idle speed as low as possible, and
re-syncing the idles. Now go back and readjust the mixtures. After

a '- :Jie of iterations, the engine should be running smoothly
(con~ oiled by mixture) and at a low idle. Repeat as necessary. Set
the final idle to 800-1 000 RPM, depending on the condition of the
rest of the engine.
This is a standard mixture test, performed AT IDLE:
Under operation, (air filter off) lift the carb piston by 1116" with the
lifting pin or a screwdriver, which leans the mix a tad.
If
-RPM's rise and stay up, that carb is rich.
-RPM's rise briefly, then drop, mix is about right.
-RPM's fall, engine gets rougher- mix is lean.
step 11- Adjusting the choke- I won't get into the temperature
compensation in the type HIF, or the Thermostatic choke in the later
Strombergs. Check the manual for more info. The choke is
supposed to do two things; the first half of travel moves a cam on
each carb which opens the throttle, for warm up. The second half
pulls down on the needle seat to enrichen the mixture, for starting.
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perating condition. If something is malfunctioning/leaking, t ) his
should still help, but the results may vary. For instance, if you nave
leaky carbs, worn needles, engine modifications, etc, you may find
things work better if you tune for optimum performance at open
throttle rather than idle.
The first time through carb adjustments can be confusing, once
you've done it, all of the stuff in the manuals makes sense. Go back
and read them againAs always, I recommend Bentleys, which is a repro of the original
factory manuals, and then Haynes, and throw out the Chiltons.
(original factory manuals are to be read in a clean environment,
repros are for smearing grease all over, except, if that's all you got,
use it!) Haynes has an excellent manual just for SU carbs, it covers
operation, theory, rebuild of all models, and has needle charts for
hundreds of car/engine/carb setups. They also have a manual for
Zenith- Strombergs, which, while similar, are a whole 'nother beast.
-Safety Fast!

Start with the choke in the off position (knob in). Adjust the so that
the cam only starts moving the throttle after you start pulling out on
the cable (adjust with shafts and adjusting screws). Try to get both
carbs adjusted the same, so that both screws begin to hit the cam at
the same time. This is not real critical, but you can use your Uni-Syn
to match air-flow on both sides, with the choke partly engaged.
After the cable is about halfway out, it should start engaging the lever
which pulls down on the needle seats. Adjust the linkages so both
carbs are acted on equally. You can do this by adjusting for even
running of the engine. Of course, for a warm engine, the richness of
this mixture will cause some roughness. Make sure the needle seats
return freely when you release the choke.
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T R I C T L Y

RANDY BALOGH

226 Kirby Road
Lebanon , Ohio 45036

step 12- Drink that warm beer (only one, no DWI now ... ) It will
taste great at this point!, go wash up, and go for a ride.
Notes:
These procedures assume that your engine/carbs are in reasonable
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Clean-Up Crew, Take II

.......
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Just a reminder that the second Adopt-A-Highway cleaning session
is corning up on the 15th of July. Sunday, the 16th is the rain date if
conditions are bad on Saturday.
Recommended Supplies:
Hard soled shoes or boots (lots of ruts to twist an ankle)
Gloves (maybe OJ has an extra pair?)
Long pants (plenty of tall grass to scratch you)
Hat (the Castrol stained one will do fine)
Suntan lotion (you rednecks can ignore this one)

19th ANNUAL

Fall Picnic
The MGCC Fall Picnic will be held at the Zeno Estate. The date for
this spectacle is September 9 with the festivities beginning at 4:00.
A map will be included in an upcoming newsletter.

Newsletter Submissions
With the British Cars and Parts Bulletin Board up and running,
everyone should be able to submit articles. Send them as email to
Mark Dodd on Dick's BBS. I will also take hand written notes in
crayon if need be ....

SUMMER PARTY
In conjunction with the VSCDA Vintage Races
and in conjunction with the NAMGAR GT-20
featuring the

MGA Coupe
Thursday • Friday • Saturday • Sunday

August 17 · 18 · 19 · 20, 1994
Grand Rapids, MichiGan
6490 East Fulton , Ada , Ml 49301 -9006 • (616) 682-0800

